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344 military metaphors

Christianity, western obstetrics) to control or
eliminate the variety of services which constitute
its practice. In Midwives, Society and Chi/,dbirth ( 1997),
Marland and Rafferty demonstrate that midwives
around the world have adapted and reinvented
their profession in the face of modern medicine's
technological and regulatory impacts on how they
may assist women through complicated as well as
'normal' deliveries.
See also: gynaecology; motherhood; witchcraft

References and further reading
Marland, H. and Rafferty, A.M. (eds) (1997)
Midwives, Society and Childbirth, New York:
Routledge.
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military metaphors
Metaphors are tools for understanding one kind

of thing in terms of another; they highlight some
dimensions of the subject and obscure others. For
example, when physicians think of themselves as
engaged in a war against disease they treat patients
differently than when they think of themselves as
therapists helping patients live well. When we
describe arguments, political contests, sports
events, and even love affairs in military terms such
as 'attack', 'defend', 'overpower', 'conquer', or,
simply, 'win' and 'lose', we approach these
practices in a distinctly aggressive fashion. Some
feminists have suggested supplanting these perva
sive military metaphors with more peaceful,
cooperative alternatives such as play, nurture,
share, explore, and communicate in the hope that
these alternative ways of thinking will encourage
less violent ways of engaging with others.
See also: language, gender and power

References and further reading
Lakoff, G. and Johnson, M. (1980) Metaphors vl4>
Live By, Chicago, IL: University of Chicago
Press.
SUSAN SHERWIN

Miller, Jean Baker (b. 1927)
Jean Baker Miller, MD, is best known for Toward a
Women (1976), a book that
New Psychology
produced a 'click' experience for many readers in
its day. Eschewing the technical language of
psychoanalysis and its preoccupation with early
childhood, the slim volume offers a direct and
compelling account of how subordination shapes
women's identity, intimate relations, and daily
experience. Even if women experience themselves
as freely foregoing their needs in order to fulfil the
needs of others, Miller argues, such self-denial
blocks personal development and authentic living.
Nonetheless, caring for others can endow women
with unique capacities for perceiving the intricacies
of human relationships and for appreciating the
emotional dimensions of life.
Miller's subsequent work shifted toward wo
men's psychological problems and individual
psychotherapy. The Stone Centre, founded by
Miller in I 981 at Wellesley College, gathered a
group of women psychotherapists who pursued
Miller's insights. The model they have developed,
called the Self-in-Relation Model, is cast within a
narrower frame than Toward a New Psychology
14omen. It substitutes a focus on individual devel
opment and an emphasis on therapeutic processes
in place of Miller's earlier attention to cultural
norms and social practices. The Self-in-Relation
Model, like much of the cultural feminism of
the early 1980s, claims to describe universal
womanly ways of being, celebrating womanhood
and its redemptive possibilities. By the late- l 990s,
the model was renamed the 'Relational/Cultural
Model' and it was revamped to include the
perspectives of women of diverse ethnic back
grounds, sexualities, and social locations.
Many women in the counselling and psy
chotherapy professions have found the ideas of
Jean Baker Miller and her coworkers appealing and
inspiring. The Jean Baker Miller Training Institute,
founded in the late 1990s, conducts an ongoing
programme of seminars, workshops, courses, and
public speeches aimed at practitioners. It also offers
certification in the Relational/ Cultural Model of
therapy. Perhaps because Miller and her coworkers
have chosen to reach out to practising therapists,
their work is not widely known among academic
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feminist psychologists and other women's studies
scholars and researchers.

Selected writings
Miller, J. Baker (1976) Toward a New Psychowgy ef
Women, Boston: Beacon Press.
Miller, J. Baker, Jordan, J.V., Kaplan, A.G., Stiver,
I.P. and Surrey, J. (1991) IM!men's Growth in
Connection, New York: Guilford Press.
Miller, J. Baker and Stiver, I.P. (1997) The Healing
Connection: How IM!men Form Relationships m
Therapy and In life, Boston: Beacon Press.
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Millet, Kate (b. 1934)
Kate Millet's classic second-wave feminist text
Sexual Politics (1970) introduced a critique of
patriarchy based on the unequal power politics
of sexuality. Sexual Politics provided a pioneering
foundation for both contemporary Anglo-Amer
ican feminist literary criticism and the women's
movement. Deploying psychosocial, historical and
literary methodologies, Millet rejects the prevailing
ahistoricism of the New Critics to develop an
emerging Images of Women criticism. Her dehier
arch ised readings of sexist and misogynistic
representations in selected male-authored works
seeks to symptomatically expose the invisible
ideological and cultural underpinnings of a per
manent patriarchy effecting women's oppression.
Millet's nascent form of radical feminism
asserts that female oppression begins through the
primary patriarchal institution of the family.
Socialisation, sex-role and gender stereotyping
establish the psychosocial blueprint of women's
'interior colonisation' in power-structured sexual
relationships and by political extension, broader
cultural and institutional life. Her explicit distinc
tion between sex and gender rejects the biological
basis of propagated notions of male supremacy,
arguing that gender constructs of 'instrumental'
masculinity and 'passive' femininity confine men
and women to socially prescribed sex and beha
vioural roles.
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Millet analyses the historically grounded repro
duction of masculinity and femininity under
patriarchy during the 1830-1930 sexual revolution
and through contemporary discourses such as
psychoanalysis and literature in the subsequent
modern era counterrevolution against women's
liberation.
Criticising a biologically essentialist Freudian
psychoanalysis (particularly Freud's theory of penis
envy), Millet proceeds to polemically deconstruct
the sexual and political ideologies of dominance
and subordination implicit in the writings of D.H.
Lawrence, Henry Miller, Norman Mailer and jean
Genet, exposing for example Lawrence's phallic
fiction and the misogynistic violence inherent in
Miller's work.
Millet's text has been criticised for its totalising
conceptions of patriarchy, occasionally simplistic
and contradictory approaches, reductive treatment
of Freudian psychoanalysis and disavowal of
tangible feminist influences including that of
Simone de Beauvoir. Despite its limitations, Sexual
Politics initiated vigorous debate in second-wave
feminist theory and criticism, enacting the personal
as political through a methodological fusion
continued in Millet's later political feminist work,
particularly her autobiographical narratives and
woman-centred fiction.
See also: biological essentialism; history;
ideology; language, gender and power; literature,
images of women in; misogyny; public/private;
sexism
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day.
- - ( I 97 I) 'Prostitution: A Quartet for Female
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